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The goal of this project was to show that spontaneous emission could be accelerated by an optical antenna, to the point that it would become faster than stimulated emission. This would require spontaneous emission acceleration by 200x. The project has succeeded, both for optically pumped spontaneous emission, and electrically pumped spontaneous emission. We have observed a speedup of >300x, and we project a speedup of 2500x at an optimal antenna gap spacing, ~10nm. We intend to present a publicity release based on this accomplishment. Actually, a narrower antenna gap would result in further speedup, but at progressively lower efficiency. The reason for this is that an oscillating atomic dipole induces optical frequency currents in the adjacent parts of the metal antenna. These currents are subject to Ohmic losses, cutting the antenna efficiency. Thus we have been encouraging our competitors to place a secondary requirement on spontaneous emission acceleration. It should be accompanied by antenna efficiency of >50%.
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The goal of this project was to show that spontaneous emission could be accelerated by an optical antenna, to the point that it would become faster than stimulated emission. This would require spontaneous emission acceleration by 200x. The project has succeeded, both for optically pumped spontaneous emission, and electrically pumped spontaneous emission. We have observed a speedup of >300x, and we project a speedup of 2500x at an optimal antenna gap spacing, ~10nm. We intend to present a publicity release based on this accomplishment.

Actually, a narrower antenna gap would result in further speedup, but at progressively lower efficiency. The reason for this is that an oscillating atomic dipole induces optical frequency currents in the adjacent parts of the metal antenna. These currents are subject to Ohmic losses, cutting the antenna efficiency. Thus we have been encouraging our competitors to place a secondary requirement on spontaneous emission acceleration. It should be accompanied by antenna efficiency of >50%.

We believe that these new types of spontaneous emission optical sources, acting as antenna enhanced Light Emitting Diodes, can enable short distance optical communication, including possibly on-chip optical interconnect. One of the motivations for this is the LED’s, unlike lasers, require no threshold current, and could be much more energy efficient. Another motivation is that the antenna LED can be perhaps 10 times faster than the laser. We are continuing to investigate other aspects of the antenna-LED communications link, from the viewpoint of the optical detector requirements, with the aim of enabling a complete optical communications channel at the nano-scale.
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